Abstract -We propose an interconnect diagnosis scheme based on Oscillation Ring test methodology for SOC design with heterogeneous cores. The target fault models are delay faults and crosstalk glitches. We analyze the diagnosability of an interconnect structure and propose a fast diagnosability checking algorithm and an efficient diagnosis ring generation algorithm which achieves the optimal diagnosability. Two optimization techniques improve the efficiency and effectiveness of interconnect diagnosis. In all experiments, our method achieves 100% fault coverage and the optimal diagnosis resolution.
I. Introduction
Interconnect delays, rather than gate delays, dominate overall circuit performance in the nanometer era [1] [2] , especially for System-on-chip (SOC) ICs. Interconnect diagnosis, including the detection and location of faulty nets, plays a key role in enhancing circuit reliability and yield. It is not easy to directly apply those existing interconnect diagnosis techniques to SOC designs, and the diagnosis costs greatly increase for manufacturing and yield enhancement. Therefore, it is desired to develop an effective test scheme to reduce the costs of interconnect diagnosis. Interconnect diagnosis for various applications, such as printed circuit board (PCB) and multi-chip module (MCM) has been studied extensively in the literature [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, their target fault models are mainly traditional stuck-at and bridging faults. The diagnosis algorithms include counting sequence, walking-0 and walking-1 sequence, maximal independent test set, and focus mainly on special interconnect structures, especially for bus-oriented or FPGA designs. On the other hand, in this paper we consider delay and crosstalk glitch faults, which are important in nanotechnology.
Oscillation ring based test is an efficient and effective method to detect faults in a circuit or a device [9] [10] . An oscillation ring is a closed loop with an odd number of signal inversions. Once the ring is constructed, oscillation signal appears on the ring. For a circuit with faults, some rings will not oscillate correctly. Once a set of oscillation tests have been conducted, we can locate some or all of the faults according to the test outcome [11] . Whether each fault can be correctly identified, or diagnosed, depends on the interconnect structure and the test rings applied.
The advantage of oscillation ring based diagnosis for the interconnect structure is that, in addition to functional faults like stuck-at and open faults, it is also capable of identifying delay faults and crosstalk glitch faults, the main sources for the loss of signal integrity [2] . Therefore, the oscillation ring based technique is an ideal approach to interconnect diagnosis.
In this paper, we propose an oscillation ring based scheme to diagnose interconnect faults to reduce the test time for SOC interconnect diagnosis. This approach is compatible with the P1500 standard [12] , providing structural support for core testing as well as interconnect testing in SOC. We analyze the diagnosability of an interconnect structure and propose a fast diagnosability checking algorithm and an efficient ring generation algorithm. We prove that the generation algorithm can find the optimal diagnosability for any interconnect structure. The predetermined diagnosis method achieves the optimal diagnosability (i.e. the maximum diagnosis resolution). We also propose two optimization techniques for test time reduction with no hardware overhead. The first one is an adaptive diagnosis method, which reduces test time by 1.54X-2.67X. The other is a concurrent diagnosis method, which improves test effectiveness by up to 9.66%. Experiments on the MCNC benchmark circuits show our methods achieve 100% fault coverage and the optimal diagnosis resolution. (Here, the diagnosis resolution is defined as the cardinality of the largest set of indistinguishable faults, and the maximum diagnosis resolution or the optimal diagnosability implies that the cardinality is 1.)
The proposed approach provides many advantages. First, it is applicable to arbitrary global interconnect. In contrast, previous diagnosis methods are more concentrated on special structures. Second, our approach can deal with faults that cause signal integrity problems, while it is difficult to handle such faults under traditional methods. We provide ring generation algorithms that achieve 100% fault coverage and the optimal diagnosis resolution for the modeled faults. A fast diagnosability checking methodoloty is given in this paper, which greatly reduce the execution time.
II. Oscillation Ring Test Scheme for Interconnect
Detection and Diagnosis
A. The OR Test Architecture
We discuss the interconnect oscillation ring test (IORT for short) for SOC interconnects [11] . Figure 1 illustrates a counter-based test architecture for both delay and crosstalk glitch detection for SOC ICs with the compatible IEEE P1500 core test standard. In P1500, each input/output pin of a core is attached with a wrapper cell, and a centralized test access mechanism (TAM) is provided to coordinate all test processes. In addition to the normal input/output connections, all wrapper cells in a core can also be connected with a shift register, usually referred to as a scan path, to facilitate test access. A modified wrapper cell design has been proposed to provide extra connections and inversion control so that the oscillation rings can be constructed through the wires and the boundary scan paths in cores [11] . For example, the oscillation ring test architecture in Figure 1 consists of one oscillation ring and two neighboring nets.
The target fault models of this test architecture are stuck-at, open, delay and crosstalk glitch faults. In addition to fault detection, measuring the delay fault can also be achieved. If an oscillation ring fails to oscillate, there exists stuck-at or open fault(s) in the components of the oscillation ring. The period of the oscillation signal is measured by using a delay counter in a core to test delay faults, and a similar scheme is also applied for crosstalk glitch detection.
A local counter is included in each core, and a central counter is in the TAM of an SOC. The central counter in the TAM is enabled by the signal OscTest, and triggered by the system clock. A local counter is connected to one wrapper cell in each core; however, it can be accessed by every wrapper cell through the wrapper cell chain. When an oscillation ring passes a core, an internal scan path is formed to connect the oscillation signal to the local counter. For example, core C 1 is passed by the oscillation ring in Figure 1 . The oscillation signal is fed to the local counter through a series of modified wrapper cells. When an oscillation test session starts (OscTest = 1), the TAM enables its own central counter as well as all local counters in cores. After the central counter in the TAM counts to a specific number n, the oscillation test session terminates and all local counters are disabled (OscTest = 0). Then all the local counter contents can then be scanned out to ATE for inspection.
Assume that m oscillation rings are tested. Let the frequency of the system clock be f, and the delay counter contents of the rings be n 1 , n 2 , …, n m , respectively. An estimation of the i-th ring's oscillation frequency f i can be approximated by
Since the frequency of each ring is predetermined during the design phase, a delay fault is detected and measured by inspecting the contents of the delay counters. Let the oscillation frequency of the rings, according to the timing specification, be f min f i f max , with the unit of measuring T 0 (= n/f). Thus, we have n min n i n max , where n min = f min T 0 and n max = f max T 0 . Let be the resolution of delay measurement, and be the maximum measurement error. Since a counter's maximum measurement error is 1, the requirement for should be the reciprocal of f min and T 0 .
Let the frequency specification of the oscillation rings be 4 MHz to 400 MHz and be 0.001, implying the counter content n min is at least 1000. From (2), we have the required T 0 to be 250 s. This example illustrates the feasibility of the oscillation test scheme from a measurement prospect, and this frequency specification is actually compliant with ATE specifications.
B. P1500 Wrapper Cell Design
An oscillation ring consists of interconnect wires and part of the scan path in each core where the ring passes. Thus, a P1500 wrapper cell must provide necessary paths between input/output ports and scan in/scan out ports. If an oscillation test is used to test wires connected to pads, the boundary scan cells also have to be modified in a similar way. In order to facilitate the scheme, the P1500 boundary wrapper cells need to be modified.
A normal wrapper cell provides two types of paths: a scan path connecting all wrapper cells into a shift register, and an interface buffering between internal core and the wire connected to the pin. Whenever an oscillation test is applied, a third combination path must be provided. For an input pin, the wrapper cell must connect the pin input (IN) to the scan output (SO); while for an output pin, it should connect scan in (SI) to pin output (OUT) during an oscillation test session.
The modified wrapper cell designs are shown in Figure 2 . In each cell, two MUXs are added for path selection. For an input wrapper cell, the extra paths are SI SO and IN SO; while for an output cell, the extra paths are SI SO and SI OUT. The added inverting and non-inverting buffers are used to generate oscillation signals for the OR test; however, in an input wrapper cell, only one type of buffer is provided due to the limited control signals. Two control signals are needed in each modified wrapper: signal OscTest is a global control signal; while the signal sel is only used in the input wrapper cell, and the signal inv is only used in the output wrapper cell to ensure the odd parity of each ring. Signals sel and inv are set individually and scanned into the wrapper cells before an oscillation ring test session starts. 
C. Interconnect Diagnosis for SOC
A circuit consisting of three cores (C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 ) and three nets (n 1 , n 2 , and n 3 ) is shown in Figure 3 . The first ring consists of nets n 1 (and its right-hand side branch), n 2 , and n 3 , and it passes all three cores. The second ring consists of n 1 (and its left-hand side branch) and n 3 , and scan paths in C 1 and C 3 . The oscillation ring test scheme detects which line is faulty (n 1 , n 2 or n 3 ), and the oscillation ring diagnosis scheme diagnoses which segment is faulty (n 11 , n 12 , n 13 , n 2 or n 3 ).
In order to simplify the interconnect diagnosis problem, we model the SOC circuit in Figure 3 by a hypergraph, and model interconnects by a hypernet as shown in This hypergraph model is not good enough for diagnosis, since different parts of the same net (i.e. different net segments) affect different rings. Consider the 5-terminal hypernet with seven edge segments e 1 to e 7 as shown in Figure 4 (a). If edge e 1 is faulty, all four rings will not oscillate correctly. A faulty e 2 affects rings 1 and 2, a faulty e 3 affects rings 3 and 4, and faults on edges e 4 , e 5 , e 6 and e 7 affect rings 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. For diagnosis purpose, all these seven segments are different. 
III. Interconnect Diagnosability

A. Diagnosability Analysis
Given a circuit consisting of n edges E = {e 1 , e 2 , …, e n } and a set of m oscillation rings R = {r 1 , r 2 , …, r m }. Once a ring is constructed, the test outcome is either "pass" (P) or "fail" (F). When an edge e i is faulty, the test outcome of applying the m rings is said to be the syndrome of faulty e i . Definition 3: A fault on edge e i and a fault on edge e j are distinguishable under the test set R if the syndrome of faulty e i and faulty e j are different. Definition 4: An edge is said to be single-fault diagnosable under the test set R if a faulty edge can be correctly identified, given that there is at most one fault in the interconnect structure. Lemma 1: A fault on edge e i and a fault on edge e j are distinguishable under the test set R R i R j .
Proof:
The fact R i R j implies that there exists a ring r such that either (1) r R i r R j , or (2) r R j r R i . Thus, the syndromes of faulty e i and faulty e j are different.
When R i = R j , both faulty e i and faulty e j fail the same set of rings, and thus they have the same syndrome.
Theorem 2:
Edge e i is single-fault diagnosable R i R j for all 1 j n and j i.
The correctness of Theorem 2 follows the result of Lemma 1. It takes O(n 2 m) time to verify Theorem 2, since each pair of edges have to be compared. In order to reduce the complexity for diagnosability check, the following theorems can be used. Figure 5 . Let the edge under consideration be e i , then R i = {r 1 
Note that the above analysis applies to all types of faults except crosstalk glitches since they can be located directly from the test results of each ring. 
B. Heuristic Diagnosability Check
In order to accelerate the process of diagnosability analysis, we propose a diagnosability check heuristic. Consider two edges e i and e j . According to Lemma 1, faults on these two edges are distinguishable if |R i | |R j |. Thus, as the first step, we sort and partition all edges according to the number of rings passing them (i.e., |R i | for edge e i ). For example, in Figure 5 , e j and e k are in the same group as |R j |=|R k |=5, distinguishable from |R i |=4.
The second heuristic is to apply Theorem 3 first to check the diagnosability of an edge. Since the condition of Theorem 3, |E i |=1, is only sufficient but not necessary to guarantee that e i be singlefault diagnosable, it is still possible that e i is single-fault diagnosable when |E i | 1. In this case, we need to compare R i with R j for each e j in the same group as e i . To avoid the aforementioned problem, a third heuristic is used. The most likely reason for diagnosable e i with |E i | 1 is that there exists an e j such that R j R i . When the edge e j has been checked and removed from the check list before edge e i is processed, we shall not run into this problem by Corollary 5. The flowchart of the diagnosis checking heuristic is shown in Figure 6 .
Finally, when two faults are indistinguishable, they are put into the same equivalent class so as not to be compared twice.
The interconnect diagnosis heuristic algorithm is illustrated as follows. Consider the graph shown in Figure 7 . There are three rings in the figure: r 1 = {e 1 , e 4 }, r 2 = {e 2 , e 5 }, and r 3 = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }.
The diagnosis matrix representation for Figure 7 is illustrated in Figure 8 (a), where each column represents an edge and each row represents a ring. A "1" is put in cell (i,j) if ring i passes edge j. Note that the edges are sorted and partitioned into two groups that are separated by the broken line. The first group consists of edges e 1 and e 2 , and each of them is passed by two rings (i.e., |R 1 |=|R 2 |=2). The second group consists of three edges, and each of them is passed by one ring only (i.e., |R 3 |=|R 4 |=|R 5 |=1). Figure 6 . Flow chart of the heuristic for diagnosability checking. The diagnosability checking process works as follows. First, apply Theorem 3 to edge e 1 . We see that it is passed by rings r 1 and r 3 , and the intersection of these two rings is {e 1 } (i.e., |E 1 |=1). Thus, edge e 1 is single-fault diagnosable. Similarly, edge e 2 is also diagnosable as shown in Figure 8(b) .
Syndrome of e 1 = {101} indicates that the test results of r 1 and r 3 are incorrect and r 2 is correct when e 1 is faulty; syndrome of e 2 = {011} indicates that r 2 and r 3 are incorrect and r 1 is correct when e 2 is faulty. Since the diagnosability analysis starts with the group with the highest |R i |, we start with group |R i |=2, including e 1 and e 2 and then group |R i |=1, consisting of edges e 3 , e 4 , and e 5 . Then, edges e 1 and e 2 are then marked and removed from the rings, as shown in Figure 8(b) . There is only one edge remained in each ring, thus edges e 3 , e 4 and e 5 are single-fault diagnosable due to Corollary 5. Figure 8 . Matrices for the heuristic diagnosability checking.
IV. Interconnect Diagnosis Algorithm
In order to uniquely identify the faulty net segment, we need to ensure the optimal diagnosability or the maximum diagnosis resolution. The diagnosis resolution is defined as the largest number of nets with the same syndrome under a given set of test rings. Our goal is to diagnose every fault on every net segment, defined as the optimal diagnosability or the maximum diagnosis resolution.
We propose a heuristic to find a small set of rings for single fault diagnosis. The algorithm is a modified depth-first search. The SOC under test is modeled as a hypergraph H. This graph is then transformed into graph G = (V, E) as outlined in Section 3.1. The vertex set V consists of cores and fanout points (intermediate nodes). The edge set E consists of edge segments partitioned from the original hypernets as explained in Figure 4 (b). Our goal is to generate a predetermined set of rings to diagnose all edges in E. Since we need to detect the interconnect structure before diagnosis, the set of fault-detection test rings R t should be applied first. A heuristic to find R t is outlined below in Figure 9 . Algorithm: IORT (Interconnect Oscillation Ring Generation for Fault Detection)
Input: A hypergraph H = (V, L) representing a circuit
Output: A list of rings R t
Transform hypergraph H into a new graph G = (V', E)
with equivalent 2-pin nets; 2. R t ; = ; 3. for every e = (u, v) E and e is not visited 4.
R t = R t find_ring(G, e); 5. reverse-order simulation for rings in R t .
function find_ring(G, e) 1. Let e = (u, v) and v is an input pin in core C; 2. if v is a pin in the starting core 3.
return the ring and mark all nets as visited; 4. for every output pin w in C 5.
if there is an unvisited edge (w, x) 6.
find_ring(G, (w,x)); 7.
else if there is an untried output net (w, x) 8.
find_ring(G, (w,x)); 9. else 10.
return ; 11. end function Figure 9 . The ring generation for fault detection algorithm.
For interconnect detection in the IORT scheme, in order to find R t , we propose a heuristic algorithm to find a minimum set of rings that cover all 2-pin nets under test. We generate a ring containing a 2-pin net (u, v) E by starting from vertex v, an input pin. Then we find an output pin w that locates in the same core as v, and w is connected to a 2-pin net that is not yet covered by any other ring. Each new ring may cover as many other uncovered nets as possible. After all rings having been generated, a simple reverse order simulation is conducted to remove redundant rings. A net is oscillation ring testable if there exists at least one ring containing this net.
Our goal for the interconnect diagnosis in the IORD scheme is to find a small set of rings R d that can uniquely identify the faulty edge or net segment. The hypernet graph model for interconnect diagnosis (R d ) is the 2-pin net segment model shown in Figure 4(b) , different from the 2-pin net model for interconnect detection (R t ). The set R d is obtained by augmenting R t as follows. We first apply the diagnosability checking techniques discussed in Section 3 to R t to find out the net segments that are not diagnosable. For an edge e that is not single fault diagnosable, we try to find a new ring passing it without going through the edges that are indistinguishable to e. If such a ring exists, it will be included in R d . The diagnosability checking should be conducted for each added ring so that other edges that become diagnosable with the new ring will be found. This algorithm can be adjusted to the required diagnosis resolution to reduce the number of diagnostic rings in Figure 10 if (e is not single-fault diagnosable) 7.
Find a ring r to make e diagnosable; 8.
Modify the diagnosability of all edges in E; } 10. return R d ; Figure 10 . The ring generation for fault diagnosis algorithm.
The flowchart illustrating the process of diagnosis ring generation is given in Figure 11 .
V. Optimization Techniques for Interconnect Diagnosis
Multiple oscillation rings cannot be applied simultaneously if they share some net segment (common edge constraint), or they go through the same scan path in a core (scan path conflict). In order to achieve the maximum concurrency (i.e., parallel test), we model all the constraints by a conflict graph, in which each ring is represented by a node, and two nodes are connected by an edge if they interfere with each other. The problem of finding the maximum concurrency tests can thus be reduced to the well-known graph coloring problem.
The number of test patterns can be greatly reduced whenever adaptive diagnosis is possible. In the adaptive diagnosis, a test pattern is selected according to the result of previous tests. An adaptive diagnosis tree, typically a binary tree, can be constructed according to the test patterns. For example, the adaptive diagnosis tree for the diagnosis example given in Figures 7 and 8 is illustrated in Figure 12 .
For an n-net system, initially there are n+1 possible diagnosis results, namely fault-free ( ) and a single fault on net e i (f ei ) for 1 i n. Each node in the tree represents a test pattern (ring), and the test outcome can be either pass (P) or fail (F). If the tree is balanced, the minimum number of diagnosis patterns required is log 2 (n+1) .
In order to construct a balanced adaptive diagnosis tree, in each internal tree node we need to select the test pattern (i.e. test ring) that evenly partitions the possible outcomes into two groups: Fail (F) and Pass (P). For example, in Figure 15 , we choose the test pattern r 3 as the first test, since it evenly partitions the six possible outcomes into Fail (f e1 , f e2 , f e3 ) and Pass ( , f e4 , f e5 ). It can be seen that, in Figure 15 , each test partitions possible outcomes into two groups whose cardinalities differ by at most 1.
The upper bound on the number of adaptive diagnosis test sessions needed in our method can be computed as follows. Let the number of test rings (without diagnosis) be |R t |, and the length of the longest test ring be L h . In the worst case, we need to apply |R t | rings to find out that there is a faulty net, and the last ring contains L h net segments that are all passed by the ring only. It takes up to L h -1 rings to distinguish these L h possible faults, and thus the maximum number of diagnosis rings is |R t |+ L h -1. 
VI. Experimental Results
We tested the diagnosis algorithm based on six benchmark circuits. In Table I , where the first column gives the circuit names, and the next four columns give the circuit statistics ("Statistics"), including the number of cores (#core), the number of pads (#pads), the number of hypernets (#hyp), and the number of net segments (#net_segment). The 5th column, #net_segment, lists the number of net segments to be diagnosed in each benchmark. The next three columns ("Predetermined") give the experimental results for predetermined diagnosis, including the number of rings required to detect all 2-pin nets (|R t |) and to diagnose all single faults (|R d |). The last column, |R d |/|R t |, gives the ratio of rings from 1.25X to 2.81X for the maximum diagnosis resolution vs. for fault detection. This ratio means that we need extra test time of 1.25X to 2.81X to diagnose the single fault in each net segment under the predetermined diagnosis method, compared to the IORT scheme. In each case, we also give the estimated testing time (given in parenthesis), obtained by assuming only 4 MHz measuring period as discussed in Section 2.1 to estimate the longest test application time for each ring. The time needed to set up the rings should be roughly proportional to the testing time.
The next four columns ("analysis") give the diagnosis related information after applying R t rings. The column #OneRing gives the number of nets passed by only one ring. Since the purpose of R t is to detect faults with the minimum number of rings, it is not surprising that most nets are passed by one ring only. Most nets that are not diagnosable at this stage fall into this set. Columns "#NoDiag" and "#EquClass" give the number of nets that are not diagnosable and the number of equivalence classes after applying R t , respectively. The upper bound on the required number of extra rings (|R d |-|R t |) is "(#NoDiag)-(#EquClass)". The empirical results "|R d |-|R t |" differs from the theoretical results "(#NoDiag)-(#EquClass)" given in Equation (3) by small differences of only up to 6.64%.
The last three columns ("adaptive") compare the number of rings required in both predetermined (|R d |) and adaptive diagnosis (|R a |). After applying R t rings, the size of the largest equivalence class for each benchmark is given in the column "max. EC". In the worst case, the adaptive diagnosis needs to apply |R t | rings, and then (max. EC)-1 rings for diagnosis. The number of the worst-case adaptive diagnosis rings is given in column "|R a |". The last column (|R d |/|R a |) shows the ratio of rings for the predetermined vs. adaptive diagnosis schemes. For the results shown in the column, the adaptive algorithm obtains 1.23X to 2.67X improvements over the predetermined diagnosis scheme. Also, from the normalized |R a | and |R t |, the test time of adaptive diagnosis is approximately equal to that for detection alone and this reveals the effectiveness of adaptive diagnosis.
The experimental results for the concurrent test are given in Table II . The 3rd column (|R c |) lists the number of test sessions after applying the concurrency test under the assumed worst-case scenario of net directions, core lists, scan paths and boundary scan paths. When a set of rings are applied concurrently, we refer to these rings as a test session. The 4 th column (|R d |-|R c |) gives the percentage of improvements. The improvement can be even better for general interconnect structures. The reduction in test time due to the concurrent test ranges from 0.27% to 9.66% with no hardware overhead.
VII. Concluding Remarks
We have presented an IORD scheme for interconnect faults in SOC. In addition to the 100% fault detection coverage for each net achieved by the IORT scheme, we have shown that fault location or fault diagnosis can also be done by including some extra test rings to achieve the optimal diagnosability (or the maximal diagnosis resolution) for each net segment. We have also presented two heuristics, diagnosability check and diagnosis ring generation, with theoretical study and integrated them into the IORD algorithm. Finally, two optimization techniques for improving interconnect diagnosability are proposed and showed to be effective. We have further compared the predetermined, adaptive and concurrent diagnosis schemes. Experimental results have justified the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed methods.
